
PROTOCOL PATHWAY
to Cultural Awareness Education 

 

LEARNING PROTOCOLS
Essential Meaning of Protocol: a system of rules or guidelines 
that explain the correct conduct and procedures to be 
followed in formal situations .

Aboriginal Insights is the only Australian  provider that has 
developed a pathway through levels of cultural awareness 
learning, called Protocols.
Whether it be the foundation to understand, take action by doing 
or leading by example.

Cultural awareness training is not a one size fits all – tick the box, 
1 hr lesson and you are now culturally aware.
It is a guided journey to change a way of thinking or to progress 
with your workplace.
See how our learning is different, and how it can integrate within 
your organisation.

Only Aboriginal Insights offers certification for undertaking their 
Course Protocols. Displaying this badging on your website, 
shows others that you are committed to making a difference in 
Closing the Gaps. 

This is company culture that starts at the top, with leading by 
example. Your company, your management and your staff all 
believe and work together to make a difference.



Aboriginal Insights has developed a system of learning called protocols. This is so people can 
track their journey on the road to reconciliation.

Aboriginal Insights believes that if you are going to embark on this journey, it is to make a 
difference in your world. It needs to be given the respect and diligence so the outcomes can 
be appreciated by all.

It is selective teaching. We only work with those who want to make a difference. We are not 
about the rewards or the number of students we have put through our doors. We believe that 
we need to draw in those that wish to walk with us on this journey and provide them with the 
background, understanding and knowledge so together we can make a difference.

THE THREE LEVELS OF PROTOCOLS

FIRST PROTOCOL:
Open to everyone, individuals and organisations.
Your first steps on this journey is an awareness around you. 
Learning the history that has led us to today and that it is a 
time of empathy and understanding.
Completing the First Protocol of Aboriginal Insights shows a 
high level of Cultural Awareness Understanding a participant 
has completed.

SECOND PROTOCOL:
Working together with community to proactively engage. 
Whether it be to develop a business connection, promote 
education, improve health or living conditions, or to have an 
ongoing  two-way conversation with the Indigenous 
community you are connected with. Continuing along your 
journey of discovery is a desire to take action. change what
surrounds you, engage with community and wanting to make 
a difference

THIRD PROTOCOL:
This is for organisations that have built up the foundation of 
Indigenous Engagement so that it is almost second nature. 
Your workplace integrates with your community. Having 
successfully achieved the third protocol, this is an accreditation 
to showcase to others. An achievement, of status to provide 
encouragement to others to achieve this level.
Now you see the difference taking action can do, it is time to 
lead so others can follow. Leadership can be at all levels from 
CEOs to community partners. 


